
2021 Cruise Crossword  

What a wonderful response… 24 of you completed the crossword…a record number…
And there was some very creative spelling of the elusive Morag Bheag.  To be fair to you 
all, however, I ignored the spelling of that name seeing she wasn’t in the handbook after 
her late withdrawal but remained in the crossword.   


Unfortunate misspelt answers saw the early exit of Vibe,  Rapunzel,  Gecko,  Cheb, 
Takana,  Rosie  and One too Many.  Woe was me as all of these boats submitted 
exceptionally neat answers….. Perhaps a slip of the pen or a lapse in thought as they 
concentrated on their orderliness and straightness.  Vibe’s entry leapt out at me at first 
sight…10/10 for her immaculate presentation…She became my standard for neatness 
and precise printing and then I spotted the misspelt word..Oh woe, the negative vibes!  
Rapunzel let her beautifully tidy hair down too excitedly and fell out of the turret. Takana 
must have eaten too many Japanese mustard greens and went off into the mystic.  Cheb 
proved that some doctors can print evenly and legibly and therefore couldn’t conceal the 
mistake.  And then there was Gecko.  The brilliant mathematician, who confounded most 
of us with his Maths quiz, obviously struggles with simple additions, having 2 Cocos in the 
answers.  Rosie must have sneezed..A-tishoo! A-tishoo….and down she fell. And One 
Too Many was probably simply blotto.


So there were 17 left with all answers correctly spelt and so onto my next appraisal. It was 
now down to legibility, neatness and creativity.   


On the creative side Cap Norte was up there with her little drawings on each page.  Akiiki, 
either through creative intent or just sheer luck, had lightly pencilled in her initial answers 
and then when convinced they were correct had gone over them with a firmer hand 
creating a shadow effect much like the popular shadow font.  Very eye catching indeed!


So here are my decisions.


Commended: 

Vivace, Felixette, Out of the Blue, Phoebe, Ohana, Party On, 


Highly Commended: 

Siyanda, Cap Norte, Nautilee, Andeluna, Prime Time, Magnificat


The Final Famous Five: 

Just Quietly, Investigator, Akiiki, Jackie Clare, Out of Sight




This year considering the large number of entries we are giving a podium finish…


1st :   Jackie Clare

2nd :  Akiiki

3rd:    Just Quietly
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     Jackie Clare                                               Akiiki                                                           Just Quietly



 

                            

       

Jill Henry

The decision is final!    
The decision is final! 
Didn’t you hear me… 
The decision is final!


